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The paper "The flat Earth satire..." touches an important topic of art-science interven-
tions for fighting pseudoscientific beliefs. It has its potential but needs a major con-
tent revision, plus English language review. The main key points of improvement, if
the paper will be re-submitted, are as follows: - It would be good to know about the
previous art-science process in theatre and since the references are mainly in Por-
tugese, I would encourage authors to extend the highlights from these earlier stud-
ies. - Introduction should be made stronger addressing the available statistics on
Modern flat-Earthers etc. - I would recommend to create a new section that is ded-
icated to the show creation, with more details to understand what it was. On line 90
authors write that it was evaluated weakly - how, by who, and for what? Descrip-
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tion of the presenter costume is detailed but how it is important? How the structure
of the show was designed (e.g., mamulengos, different concepts) and whether there
was some specific dramatically to it? - I would recommend a separate section on
the questionnaire - why these particular questions were selected, what were the ex-
pectations/assumptions/hypotheses behind that? - Discussion needs some significant
substance. Perhaps there were also some discussions with the audience, or semi-
structured interviews. Any new performances planed? Recollections from the actors.
Comments on the associated communication - posters, posts in social media. Again,
possible reflections in press/social media? - It would be good if more reflections are
provided on the collaborative process of the team (who was in the team) while creating
the show. - Regarding the figures - I guess the original questions were in Brasilian.
Please provide these as well, and check the translation - as it is now it is rather am-
biguous. X-axis needs labels. Figure 3 is not really scientific - this percentage can be
just mentioned in the text. Figure 4 - change the font, not easy to read now. Would be
good to have the split between females and males (or age, education) for the statistics,
if that was also collected. Would be nice to have more insights into Figure 6 - why these
mixed responses - perhaps, if analyzed with the other data, it could be more informative
(correlation between responses of previous knowledge or performance appreciation).
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